
 

 

 

 

News from class 

We continue to miss you all so much! The children have been wondering what you all have been 

up to and we thank those who have kept us updated. We’ve had another great few days in 

school! I cannot believe it is Friday already! We’ve had such a busy week. In English we have 

been reading and writing the story ‘The Enormous Turnip’ The children has enjoyed acting out 

the story and exploring expression. 

 In our PSHE/ICT session we began our internet safety topic. We learnt about the importance of 

keeping safe online and our digital footprints, this is especially relevant at the moment because 

the current situation requires us to be using ICT to help you with your learning. You are also 

living in a world where a lot of how you communicate with people, is through the use of 

technology. Knowing how to keep yourselves safe will help to ensure you have positive online 

experiences throughout your lives.  

Yesterday (Thursday) we learnt about the life cycle of a frog. We made some pin wheels that 

helped us with our understanding of the cycle. We then used time conjunctions to create an 

explanation text to explain how the cycle works. We also learnt that this process is called 

‘metamorphosis.’ A butterfly also goes through this process, although the stages are different.  

Alongside this we have been learning about division (sharing) and multiplication in mathematics 

and taking part in daily mindfulness sessions. One of the children even fell asleep during it!  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Hello to all those working from home!  

We have really enjoyed hearing all about your home learning so thanks again for sharing this. I 

received a beautiful photo from Aurora… doesn’t it just make your day seeing such a smiley 

face!? Aurora has been doing a fantastic job with her home learning. She has been drawing her 

own number stories in mathematics to help her solve equations. A big well done to you!  Emma 

and Inna had a Matilda film afternoon after working so hard in the morning… they have even 

been learning how to tell the time! very impressive! It was lovely to hear from Molly P who has 

been writing all about springtime…it very informative! Another big thank you to our gorgeous 

Celsie who has sent us some fabulous photos of her working on everything from science to 

reading!  Keep up the AMAZING work everyone!  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

News from home 

Class joke Top Learning Tips 
 

- Take part in some mindfulness sessions 

to make you feel more relaxed. 

- Try and get some exercise into your 

daily schedule.  

Why did the banana go 

to the hospital? 

It was not peeling very 

well! 


